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Superior TLS through ZixGateway®
Reducing TLS Limitations & Enhancing Email Security

Who Trusts Zix with Their Data?
More than 14,000 customers including:
§§ All Federal Financial
Institutions Examination
Council (FFIEC) regulators
§§ The U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission
§§ Seven divisions of the U.S. Treasury
§§ One in four U.S. banks
§§ One in five U.S. hospitals
§§ More than 30 BCBS organizations
Benefits:
§§ Secure, transparent methods
for senders and receivers
§§ Reduced costs and resources
for mandatory TLS
§§ Increased control and
unrivaled visibility
§§ Added confidence with
security branding

As an alternative to encrypted email, some organizations try to
reduce the risks of unsecure email by implementing Transport Layer
Security (TLS). The two traditional TLS methods have advantages and
disadvantages. Mandatory TLS is the safer method but requires manual
set-up of each TLS connection, which is cumbersome, costly and time
consuming. Opportunistic TLS does not have the time or resource
costs but sends email in plain text if a TLS connection is not in place,
introducing significant security and compliance risks. Regardless of the
method, neither can ensure secure reply.

A Superior Solution
Zix delivers superior support for TLS by integrating it directly into
ZixGateway encryption policies, enabling the addition of TLS as a delivery
method by simply checking a box. In addition, Zix incorporates TLS in
the Zix Best Method of Delivery®, which provides failover methods that
maintain the flow of email, ensure secure exchange and guarantee
secure replies.
TLS through ZixGateway also provides exclusive benefits not available
with any other competing TLS solutions, including:
•

Increased Delivery Control – No longer is TLS all-or-nothing. By
making TLS a part of the ZixGateway policies, TLS is used only
where appropriate.

•

Reporting Capabilities – Not available with conventional TLS
methods, ZixGateway offers reports tracking each message for
compliance officers.

•

Security Branding– A “Secured by ZixCorp” note embedded in
each message provides added confidence for your recipients.

Features:
§§ Policy management of TLS
§§ Integration of TLS in Best
Method of Delivery
§§ Secure email and replies
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Eliminate the limitations and reduce the risks of conventional TLS offered
by other vendors and leverage the benefits of “safe” TLS support
through ZixGateway.

